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Macchioni, Oscar, USA
The Argentine Tango: Processes of Assimilation, Acculturation, and Appropriation
The tango has always been a phenomenon of intrigue among world dances. Its passionate lyrics and music, and its sensual choreography are the results of the cross breeding between immigrant and native manners and socio-political concerns. The genre emerged in the slums of Buenos Aires at the turn of the twentieth century but it is only after the tango succeeded in Europe and North America and returned 'home' that the genre was recognized by the same people who at first rejected it.

This paper will discuss the different components of the tango brought by immigrants to Argentina (Spanish, African, Italian), its gestation and rejection by Argentineans, the way the genre was transformed in order to succeed outside its birthplace, and finally, the return of the tango to Argentina. The presentation also explores what has made the genre so attractive to non-Argentineans during the past two decades that it is again touring the world and being appropriated as representing not just Argentineans, but others as well.

Marques, Francisca, Brazil
Ethnomusicological Research and Communitarian Demands; An experience in Cachoeira, Bahia
The researcher reflects upon her involvement with the community-devised interdisciplinary project directed to the youth that developed during her fieldwork with the Irmandade da Boa Morte (Good Death Sisterhood) in the interior city of Cachoeira, Bahia. The paper’s focus is then on her attempts to interact in consistent as well as practical ways with the community carrying on the traditions which are her object of study. Acting for the valuing of notions of citizenship and fostering the diffusion of locally based knowledge the panelist discusses the role of participant observation as fundamental not only to renewing the focus of ethnomusicological research but also to fulfilling mutual expectations growing between the researcher and the studied community.

Madeira, Márcio Mattos Aragão, Brazil
The Forró in Ceará: An Urban Musical Genre
The forró, as an identity of northeastern Brazilian people, is not only a regional type of music, but also an agent of cultural diffusion. As so, its form and structure have changed throughout time, following the social dynamics of daily events. The musicality of the forró, reflecting the transformations in our region’s social structure, has turned into the “urban” forró — which describes the surrounding environment. The forró as an urban
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Returning to the Source: Hispanic Music from the Americas in the Reconstruction of Cultural Identity
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